ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
We will assess and manage environmental risks relating to climate change, pollution and waste management and the protection of our critical natural resources

PEOPLE PROTECTION
We will assess and manage risks that could potentially negatively impact our people, in particular local communities, workers, and indigenous/minority populations

CULTURE PROTECTION
We will assess and manage risks that could potentially negatively impact aspects of our cultural heritage, including our language, culture, traditions and monuments

FINANCIAL INNOVATION
We will finance innovations that create efficiencies and improvements of existing, traditional sectors and business activities as well as for developing new green economy activities

FINANCIAL INCLUSION
We will expand our reach to those who previously had no or limited access to the formal banking sector, as well as providing more innovative solutions to improve banking access and service levels

FINANCIAL LITERACY
We will increase the financial awareness and literacy of the Cambodian people and improve our approach to customer/client protection

ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL STANDARDS
We will seek to build capacity across the banks to deliver on our commitments as well as raise awareness of our customers and communities about sustainable, inclusive finance

ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL FOOTPRINTS
We will manage our own environmental and social (E&S) footprints and request similar standards to our suppliers

TRANSPARENCY & ACCOUNTABILITY
We will annually report our individual and sector progress against these commitments to hold ourselves accountable and to share the story and outcomes of our journey and the value we believe can be created for Cambodia